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INTRODUCTION

Several authors from time to time have made a number of generalizations of Zadeh’s fuzzy set theory (Zadeh, 1965). The notions
of BCK/BCI-algebra were introduced by Iseki (1980) and were extensively investigated by many researchers. Liu and Meng
(2004) introduced the notion of q-ideals and a-ideals in BCI-algebras. The study of fuzzy algebraic structure was started with the
introduction of the concept of fuzzy sub-group in 1971 by Rosenfeld (1971). In 1993, Jun (1993, 1994) applied in BCI algebra. Of
these, the notion of vague set theory was introduced by Gau and Buehrer (1993). Using this vague set, Biswas (2006) studied
vague groups. Further Ramakrishnan and Eswarlal (2008, 2009) continued the study of vague algebra by studying the
characterizations of cyclic groups in terms of vague groups, vague normal groups, vague normalizer, vague centralizer, vague
ideals, normal vague ideals etc. Ganeshree Selvachandran (2012, 2016) introduced vague soft rings and vague soft ideals and
studied some of their properties. Also Alhazaymeh (2012) introduced the concept of possibility vague soft set. Jun and Park
(2007) studied vague ideals and vague deductive systems in subtraction algebras. In (Arsham Bourmand Saied, 2009), the concept
of vague BCK/BCI-algebras is discussed. Lee (2004, 2000) introduced an extension of fuzzy sets named bipolar -valued fuzzy
sets. Based on notion of bipolar- valued fuzzy sets, Jun and Song (2008) and Lee (2009) discussed subalgebra and ideals of BCH-
algebras.The concept of bipolar vague fuzzy translation and bipolar-valued fuzzy S-extensions of a bipolar valued fuzzy
subalgebra in BCK/BCI-algebra was introduced by Jun et al. (2009) In this paper, we apply the concept of bipolar vague A-ideals
to BCI-algebras and investigate its properties. Also we discuss the relations among bipolar vague subalgebras, bipolar vague ideals
and bipolar vague A-ideals.

Preliminaries

Definition 2.1 (Young Bae Jun et al., 2007) An algebra )0,;( X of type (2,0) is called a BCI-algebra if it satisfies the following

conditions:

0)())()(()(  yzzxyxi ,

0))(()(  yyxxii ,
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0)(  xxiii ,

yxxyyxiv  0,0)( for all Xzyx ,,

We can define a partial order '' on X by yx  if and only if 0 yx . Any BCI-algebra X has the following properties:

.0)1( xx 
.)()()2( yzxzyx 

.,)3( xzyzzyzxyx  for all Xzyx ,,

Definition 2.2 (Zadeh, 1965): Let X be a nonempty set. A fuzzy set A drawn from X is defined as

}:)(:{ XxxxA A   , where ]1,0[: XA is the membership function of the fuzzy set A .

Definition 2.3 (Lee, 2000): Let X be the universe. Then a bipolar valued fuzzy sets, A on X is defined by positive membership

function

A , that is ]1,0[:  XA , and a negative membership function


A , that is ]0,1[:  XA . For the sake of

simplicity, we shall use the symbol }:)(),(,{ XxxxxA AA    .

Definition 2.4 (Gau and Buehrer, 1993): A vague set A in the universe of discourse U is a pair ],[ AA ft where

]1,0[: Ut A , ]1,0[: Uf A are the mappings (called truth membership function and false membership function

respectively) where )(xtA is a lower bound of the grade of membership of x derived from the evidence for xand )(xf A is a

lower bound on the negation of xderived from the evidence against xand 1)()(  xfxt AA for all Ux .

Definition 2.5 (Gau and Buehrer, 1993): The interval )](1),([ xfxt AA  is called the vague value of x in A , and it is denoted

by )(xVA . That is )](1),([)( xfxtxV AAA  .

Definition 2.6 (Gau and Buehrer, 1993): A vague set A of U with 1)( xt A and Uxxf A  0)( , is called the unit

vague set of U . A vague set A of U with 0)( xtA and Uxxf A 1)( , is called the unit vague set of U

Definition 2.7 (Gau and Buehrer, 1993): Let Abe a non-empty set and the vague set A and B in the form

}:)(1),(,{ XxxfxtxA AA  , }:)(1),(,{ XxxfxtxB BB  . Then

BAi )( if and only if )()( xtxt BA  and )(1)(1 xfxf BA 
)}(),(max{)( xtxtBAii BA and )}(1),(1max{ xfxf BA  .

)}(),(min{)( xtxtBAii BA and )}(1),(1min{ xfxf BA  .

}:)(1),(,{)( XxxtxfxAiv AA  .

Definition 2.8 (Cicily Flora and Arockiarani, 2016): Let X be the universe of discourse. A bipolar-valued vague set A in X

is an object having the form }:)](),(1[)],(1),([,{ XxxtxfxfxtxA AAAA  
where ]1,0[:]1,[   Xft AA

and

]0,1[:],1[   Xtf AA are the mapping such that 1 
AA ft and

  AA ft1 The positive membership degree

)](1),([ xfxt AA
  denotes the satisfaction region of an element x to the property corresponding to a bipolar-valued set A and

the negative membership degree )](),(1[ xtxf AA
 denotes the satisfaction region of x to some implicit counter property of

A . For a sake of simplicity, we shall use the notion of bipolar vague set ]1,[   AAA ftv and ],1[   AAA tfv .

Definition 2.9 (Arockiarani and Cicily Flora, 2016): A bipolar vague set ),;(  AA vvXA in X is called a bipolar vague

subalgebra of X if it satisfies:

)}(),(max{)(

)}(),(min{)(

yvxvyxv

yvxvyxv

AAA

AAA









for all ,, Xyx  that is
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)}(1),(1max{)(1

)}(),(max{)(

)}(1),(1min{)(1

)}(),(min{)(

yfxfyxf

ytxtyxt

yfxfyxf

ytxtyxt

AAA

AAA

AAA

AAA









Definition 2.10 (Arockiarani and Cicily Flora, 2016): A bipolar vague set ),;(  AA vvXA of a BCK algebra X is called a

bipolar vague ideal of X if the following conditions are true:

(I) )()0( xvv AA
  and )()0( xvv AA

 
(II) )}(),(min{)( yvyxvxv AAA

  and )}(),(max{)( yvyxvxv AAA
 

3. Bipolar vague A-ideal

Definition 3.1:A bipolar vague set ),;(  AA VVXA in X is called a bipolar vague A-ideal of X if it satisfies :

)()0()( xVVi AA
 

)()0()( xVVii AA
 

)}()),0()((min{)()( zVyzxVxyViii AAA
 

)}()),0()((max{)()( zVyzxVxyViv AAA
  for all Xzyx ,, .

Example 3.2: Consider a BCI-algebra X= {0, a,b,c} with the following Cayley table:

* 0 a b c
0 0 a b c
a a 0 c b
b b c 0 a
c c b a 0

Define a bipolar vague set ),;(  AA VVXA in X by

X 0 a b c


AV (0.6, 0.8) (0.6, 0.8) (0.3,0.4) (0.3,0.4)


AV (-0.6,-0.4) (-0.6,-0.4) (-0.4,-0.3) (-0.4,-0.3)

Then ),;(  AA VVXA is a bipolar vague A-ideal of X .

Theorem 3.3: If ),;(  AA VVXA is a bipolar vague A-ideal of X , then )0()( xVxV AA  
and )0()( xVxV AA  

for all

.Xx

Proof: Let ),;(  AA VVXA be a bipolar vague a-ideal of X . Taking 0 zy in Definition 3.1 and using Definition 2.1(iii)

and (1), we get )()0( xVxV AA
  and )()0( xVxV AA

  ….*

Setting 0 zx in Definition 3.1 and using Definition 2.1(iii), (*) we have )0())0(0()0()( yVyVyVyV AAAA   and

)0())0(0()0()( yVyVyVyV AAAA   for all .Xy

Hence, )0()( xVxV AA   and )0()( xVxV AA   for all .Xx

Theorem 3.4: Every bipolar vague A-ideal of X is both a bipolar vague subalgebra of X and a bipolar vague ideal of X .

Proof: ),;(  AA VVXA be a bipolar vague a-ideal of X . Using Definition 3.1, Theorem 3.3 we have
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)}()),00()((max{)0()( zVzxVxVxV AAAA
 

= )}(),(max{ zVzxV AA
  and

)}()),00()((min{)0()( zVzxVxVxV AAAA
 

= )}(),(min{ zVzxV AA
  for all ., Xzx 

Hence ),;(  AA VVXA is a bipolar vague ideal of X . Now for any ., Xyx  we obtain

)}(),)((max{)( xVxyxVyxV AAA
 

= )}(),0(max{ xVyV AA
  )}(),(max{ yVxV AA

 and

)}(),)((min{)( xVxyxVyxV AAA
 

= )}(),0(min{ xVyV AA
  )}(),(min{ yVxV AA

 .

Therefore ),;(  AA VVXA is a bipolar vague subalgebra of X .

The following example shows that the converse of the above need not be true.

Example 3.5: Let X= {0, a ,b} be a BCI-algebra with the following Cayley table:

* 0 a b

0 0 b a

a a 0 b

b b a 0

Define a bipolar vague set ),;(  AA VVXA in X by

X 0 a b


AV (0.6,0.8) (0.4,0.4) (0.4,0.4)


AV (-0.8,-0.6) (-0.7,-0.5) (-0.7,-0.5)

Then ),;(  AA VVXA is both a bipolar vague ideal and a bipolar vague subalgebra of X , but not a bipolar vague A-ideal of

X .

Theorem 3.6: Let ),;(  AA VVXA be a bipolar vague ideal of X .  If the inequality zyx  holds in X . Then

)}(),(max{)( zVyVxV AAA
 

)}(),(min{)( zVyVxV AAA
  .

Proof: Let Xzyx ,, be such that zyx  . Then 0)(  zyx , and so

)}(),(max{)( yVyxVxV AAA
  )}()},(),)((max{max{ yVzVzyxV AAA

 
= )}()},(),0(max{max{ yVzVV AAA

 = )}(),(max{ zVyV AA
 and

)}(),(min{)( yVyxVxV AAA
  )}()},(),)((min{min{ yVzVzyxV AAA

 
= )}()},(),0(min{min{ yVzVV AAA

 = )}(),(min{ zVyV AA
 .

Hence the proof.

Theorem 3.7: Let ),;(  AA VVXA be a bipolar vague ideal of X . Then the following are equivalent.

),;()(  AA VVXAi is a bipolar vague A-ideal of X .

),;()(  AA VVXAii satisfies the following conditions:

))*0(*)*(())*(*( yzxVzxyV AA
 

))*0(*)*(())*(*( yzxVzxyV AA
  for all Xzyx ,, .

),;()(  AA VVXAiii satisfies the following conditions:
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))*0(*()*( yxVxyV AA
 

))*0(*()*( yxVxyV AA
  for all Xyx , .

Proof:

)()( iii  Assume that ),;(  AA VVXA is a bipolar vague A-ideal of X and let Xzyx ,, using  Definition 3.1, we get

)}0()),*0(*)0*)*(((max{))*(*(   AAA VyzxVzxyV = ))*0(*)*(( yzxVA
 and

)}0()),*0(*)0*)*(((min{))*(*(   AAA VyzxVzxyV = ))*0(*)*(( yzxVA
 .

)()( iiiii  taking z=0 in (ii) and using (1) induce (iii)

)()( iiii  Note that zzxxyzxyx  )*(*))*0(*)*((*))*0(*( for all Xzyx ,, . It follows from (iii) and Theorem

3.6 that )}()),*0(*)*((max{)*0(*()*( zVyzxVyxVxyV AAAA
  and )}()),*0(*)*((min{)*0(*()*( zVyzxVyxVxyV AAAA

  .

Hence ),;(  AA VVXA is a bipolar vague A-ideal of X .

Theorem 3.8: Assume that X is associative, i.e., X satisfies the following identity:

)*(**)*(( zyxzyx  . For all Xzyx ,, , then every bipolar vague ideal is a bipolar vague A-ideal of X .

Proof: Let ),;(  AA VVXA be a bipolar vague ideal of a associative BCI-algebra X . Since xx *0 for all Xx , it follows

that )*0(***)*0(*)*0(* yxyxyxxyxy  for all Xzyx ,, . Therefore ))0(()( yxVxyV AA   and

))0(()( yxVxyV AA   using Theorem 3.7, we conclude that ),;(  AA VVXA is a bipolar vague A-ideal of X .

Theorem 3.9: Let ),;(  AA VVXA be a bipolar vague A-ideal of X . Then the set

)}0()(),0()(|{   AAAA VxVVxVXx is an A-ideal of X .

Proof: Obviously , 0 . Let Xzyx ,, be such that  )0()( yzx and z . Then

)0()}()),0()((max{)()0(   AAAAA VzVyzxVxyVV and

)0()}()),0()((min{)()0(   AAAAA VzVyzxVxyVV by using Definition 3.1. It follows that

)0()(   AA VxyV and )0()(   AA VxyV . That is , xy . Therefore  is an A-ideal of X .

Theorem 3.10: If ),;(  AA VVXA and ),;(  BB VVXB be two bipolar vague A-ideal of BCI-algebra X , then BA is a

bipolar vague A-ideal of X .

Proof: )()0( xVV AA
  and )()0( xVV BB

  for all Xx . )()0()}(),(max{)}0(),0(max{ xVVxVxVVV BABAAAAA






  for all

.Xx To verify second condition, )}()),0()((max{)( zVyzxVxyV AAA
  and )}()),0()((max{)( zVyzxVxyV BBB

  .

)}(),(max{ xyVxyV BA   )}}()),0()((max{)},()),0()((max{max{ zVyzxVzVyzxV BBAA
 

)}}(),(max{))},0()(()),0()((max{max{)( zVzVyzxVyzxVxyV BABABA


 
)}()),0()((max{)( zVyzxVxyV BABABA








  . And )()0( xVV AA

  and )()0( xVV BB
  for all Xx .

)()0()}(),(min{)}0(),0(min{ xVVxVxVVV BABAAAAA






  for all .Xx To verify second condition,

)}()),0()((min{)( zVyzxVxyV AAA
  and )}()),0()((min{)( zVyzxVxyV BBB

  . )}(),(min{ xyVxyV BA  

)}}()),0()((min{)},()),0()((min{min{ zVyzxVzVyzxV BBAA
 

)}}(),(min{))},0()(()),0()((min{min{)( zVzVyzxVyzxVxyV BABABA


 
)}()),0()((min{)( zVyzxVxyV BABABA








  for all Xzyx ,, . Therefore BA is a bipolar vague A-ideal of

X .

Definition 3.11: For a bipolar vague set ),;(  AA VVXA in X and ]1,0[),(  and ]0,1[),(  , the positive ),(  -

cut and negative ),(  -cut are denoted by


),( A and


),( A , and are defined as follows:

})(1)(/{),(    xfandxtXxA AA and })(1)(/{),(    xfandxtXxA AA , respectively
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with 1 and 1 . The bipolar level-cut of ),;(  AA VVXA denoted by cutA is denoted to be the set

 
),(),( ,  AAAcut

Theorem 3.12: A bipolar vague set ),;(  AA VVXA in X is a bipolar vague a ideal of X if and only if for all ]1,0[),( 
and ]0,1[),(  , the non-empty positive ),(  -cut and the non-empty negative ),(  -cut are bipolar vague A- ideals of

X .

Proof: Let ),;(  AA VVXA is a bipolar vague A-ideal of X and assume that


),( A and


),( A are non-empty for

]1,0[),(  and ]0,1[),(  . Obviously, 0 
),( A  

),( A . Let Xzyx ,, be such that

  ),())0()(( AyzxtA and
  ),()( AztA also

  ),())0()((1 Ayzxf A and
  ),()(1 Azf A . Then

 ))0())(( yzxt A and  )(zt A also   ))0())((1 yzxf A and   )(1 zf A It follows from

Definition 3.1 That   )}()),0()((max{)( ztyzxtxyt AAA and

  )}()),0()((max{)(1 ztyzxtxyf AAA so that
 ),( Axy . Now assume that

  ),())0()(( AyzxtA and
  ),()( AztA also

  ),())0()((1 Ayzxf A and
  ),()(1 Azf A . Then

 ))0())(( yzxt A and  )(zt A also   ))0())((1 yzxf A and   )(1 zf A it follows from

Definition 3.1that   )}()),0()((min{)( ztyzxtxyt AAA and   )}()),0()((min{)(1 ztyzxtxyf AAA

so that
 ),( Axy . Therefore


),( A and


),( A are an A-ideal of X .

Conversely, suppose that the non-empty negative ),(  -cut and the non-empty positive ),(  -cut are A-ideals of X for

every ]1,0[),(  and ]0,1[),(  . If )()0( att AA
  , )(1)0(1 aff AA

  or )()0( btt AA
  ,

)(1)0(1 bff AA
  for some Xba , , then 

 
))(1),((

0
afat AA

A or 
 

))(1),((
0

afat AA
A . This is a contradiction. Thus

)()0( xtt AA
  , )(1)0(1 xff AA

  and )()0( xtt AA
  , )(1)0(1 xff AA

  for all Xx . Assume that

  )}()),0()((max{)( ctbcatabt AAA and

  )}(1)),0()((1max{)(1 cfbcafabf AAA for some Xcba ,, . Then
 ),()0()*( Abca

and
 ),( Ac but

 ),( Aab . This is impossible, and thus )}()),0()((max{)( ztyzxtxyt AAA
  for all

Xzyx ,, . If   )}()),0()((min{)( ctbcatabt AAA and

  )}(1)),0()((1min{)(1 cfbcafabf AAA for some Xcba ,, . Then
 ),()0()*( Abca and

 ),( Ac but
 ),( Aab . This is impossible, and thus )}()),0()((min{)( ztyzxtxyt AAA

  for all Xzyx ,, .

Consequently ),;(  AA VVXA is a bipolar vague A-ideal of X .
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